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produce a new assembly divided in the same propor-
tions on the main issue as the Treaty vote had shown
to exist in the outgoing Daii But the Labour party
already had candidates in the field : they persisted in
going forward; and following their lead, a number
of Independent candidates presented themselves as
well as others, chosen by a Farmers' Association. In
a number of constituencies, returning a total of thirty-
four members, there were no contests, for the simple
reason that no one believed in those districts that the
Republican forces would allow an election to be peace-
ably held. The panel candidates were returned in
them, equally divided between supporters and oppon-
ents of the Treaty. Elsewhere the electorate took its
own course, rejected many Republicans and put in
seventeen Labour men and about a dozen Independents.
It was a definite declaration, by a spontaneous popular
movement; against the proposal to continue a fight
for separation ; and it was a declaration for acceptance
of the Treaty.
The insurgent section of. the Republican army, who
were at this time holding the Four Courts as a citadel
and issuing orders thence, refused to accept this as a
decision : and indeed General Collins had agreed with
Mr. de Valera that the Treaty should not be considered
to be an issue at the election. The Republican policy
was to reunite Ireland, or what it counted as Ireland,
by forcing England into armed intervention, and. to
this end there was much arson in Ulster, Scotland, and
Great Britain, along with attacks on the life and
property of individual Protestant Unionists in the
Free State. Finally, the murder of Sir Henry Wilson
in London—whether ordered from Republican head-
quarters or no—brought matters to a climax: and the
Provisional Government began to assert its authority
by force. There was civil war. Within a few weeks
the Free State lost its two leaders, Mr. Griffith by
sudden illness, General Collins by a bullet in an ambush.
Yet even before this, the Republican forces had been

